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Abstract.- A theta-pinch was used to produce NeV 2-2 spectral lines. The intensities 
of the lines were measured using a grazing incidence spectrometer which had been inten- 
sity calibrated by the branching ratios method. The electron temperature and density 
of the theta-pinch discharge were found by laser scattering. The measured intensity ra- 
tios are compared to theoretical predictions based on electron excitation rate coefficients 
calculated using the R-matrix close coupling method. For two of the measured ratios ex- 
periment and theory agree within the experimental uncertainty. For the other two ratios 
the theoretical prediction is greater than the experimental result. 

1. Introduction. 

Measurements of the intensities of spectral lines from a plasma of known electron temperature 
and density can yield electron excitation rate coefficients for comparison with theoretical values. 
This paper describes such an experiment using a theta-pinch plasma source to study the C- 
like ion NeV. The absolute number density of NeV ions could not be reliably determined and 
thus accurate rate coefficients could not be deduced. Hovever. it was vossible to measure line 
intensity ratios and compare them with those calculated using published theoretical excitation 
rate coefficients (in particular R-matrix close coupling calculations). Any disagreement outside 
the experimental error bars would indicate problems in the theoretical calculations. The results 
are of interest because line intensity ratios are extensively used to deduce electron temperatures 
and densities of astrophysical plasmas. 

2. Experiment. 

The NeV spectral lines were emitted by a theta-pinch plasma source. This consisted of a quartz 
tube 18 cm diameter surrounded by a 60 cm long single turn coil into which a capacitor bank 
was discharged. The firing cycle started with filling of the tube with llmTorr of a 2% Ne- in- 
He mixture, followed by application of a bias magnetic field. Pre-ionisation and pre-heating 
discharges then occurred before the main discharge from .the 16 X 3pF capacitors charged to 
35kV. Observations were made during the 6psec of the first half cycle when a plasma of about 
4 cm diameter was formed. 

To make comparison of measured and theoretical line intensity ratios the electron temperature 
and density of the plasma must be known. These were determined by Thomson scattering of 
pulsed ruby laser radiation from the free electrons in the plasma. The Doppler-broadened profile 
of the scattered radiation was detected on a six-channel spectrometer which allowed the line 
profile and hence electron temperature to be measured for each laser discharge. The electron 
density was measured from the total radiation scattered, the efficiency of the scattering system 
being obtained from measurements of Rayleigh scattering from a gas of known cross section [1,2]. 
At the time of peak NeV emission, the electron temperature was 6.1 X 105 K (f 10%) and the 
electron density was 6.2 X 1015 cm-3 (f 14%). 

The spectroscopic measurements were made using the apparatus shown in Figure 1. The 
1.5m Ebert spectrometer was used from 2000.4 to ~ O O O A .  The vacuum two channel lm  grazing 
incidence spectrometer was fitted with a 1200 line/mm platinised grating. The front exit slit 
was used from 80A to 450.4 and the rear exit slit was used from 450A to 1000.4. The Ebert 
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spectrometer was intensity calibrated from ~ O O O A  to ~ O O O A  using a deuterium lamp and frpm 
3500A to 7000A using a tungsten lamp, both lamps being supplied by the NPL. The intensity 
calibration of the vacuum spectrometer was accomplished using the branching ratios method 
whereby an intensity calibration can be transferred from one spectral range where it is known 
(ie that of the Ebert spectrometer) to one where it is needed by making measurements of suitable 
line pairs which must satisfy several criteria: they must arise from common upper levels; they 
must have well calculated, or measured, branching ratios of spontaneous radiative transition 
probabilities ( A  values); and they must lie one in each of the relevant spectral ranges. The line 
pairs used in the calibration were from Li-like and H-like ions. The calibration of the rear exit 
slit was both from the spectral range of the Ebert spectrometer and from the front exit slit. 
Further details of the calibration are given in the papers by Lang [3] and Lang et a1.[4]. 

Checks showed that opacity did not affect the results of the calibration or the measurements. 
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Fig. 1.- The experimental arrangement. 

3. Theory. 

To obtain the theoretical line intensity ratios, the statistical equilibrium equations were solved 
for thelowest twelve termsinNeV (2s22p2 3P, 'D andlS,  2s2p3 'S, 3D, 3P, 'D, 3S a n d l P  
and zp4 3 P ,  l D  and 'S). For the electron excitation data, results of R-matrix close coupling 
calculations were used [5,6,7,8]. The transition probabilities used were those of A g g a d  [ S ] ,  
supplemented by three results for forbidden transitions from Fischer and Saha [g]. The data 
were organised and the line intensities calculated using the computer programs described by 
Gordon and Summers [10]. 

4. Comparison of experiment and theory. 

The comparisons of experimental and theoretical line intensity ratios are given in figures 2, 
3, 4 and 5. The 2 ~ ~ 2 ~ '  3P - 2s2p3 3D transition was used as a reference in each case. The 
experimental ratio is shown with its error bars and the theoretical ratio is given for two electron 
densities. In figure 5 the 2 ~ ' 2 ~ *  ' S  - 2 9 2 ~ ~  ' P  transition accounts for less than 12% of the total 
predicted intensity. 
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Fig. 2.- The ratio I(2s22p2 3 P  - 2s2p3 3 P )  / I(2s22p2 3 P  - 2s2p3 3 D )  (482A and 571A). 
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Fig. 3.- The ratio 1(2s22p2 3 P  - 2s2p3 3 S )  / I(2s22p2 3 P  - 2s2p3 3 D )  (359A and 571A). 
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Fig. 4.- The ratio I ( 2 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~  ID - 2s2p3 ' P )  / 1(2s22p2 3 P  - 2s2p3 3 D )  (365A and 571A). 
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Fig. 5.- The ratio (I(2s22pZ - 2s2p3 ID) + 1(2s22p2 - 2s2p3 lp) )  / 
1(2sZ2p2 3P - 2s2p3 3 D )  (417,416A and 571A). 

5.Conclusions. 

For two of the ratios experiment and theory agree within the experimental uncertainty. For the 
other two ratios the theoretical prediction is greater than the experimental result, in one case 
by about 70%. 
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